How to travel

from Bochum Main Station to Building ZEMOS
(Universitätsstr. 160)

U35 Station:
Lennershof

ZEMOS
Main entrance

Currently there are a lot of construction works on campus, so we do not recommend walking
across campus as usual. Please follow this route instead:
From Bochum Main Station to "Lennershof" (8 stops, approx. 12 min):
1) At Bochum main station take the underground U35 (in the direction of “Hustadt”).
Instead of getting off at the station “Ruhr-Universität Bochum”, get off one stop later
at “Lennershof”.

After arriving at “Lennershof” (approx. 5-10 min):
2) Take the stairs or elevator to reach the bridge above.
3) Upon reaching the bridge, turn left and follow a small street called “Im Westenfeld”
through the residential area to the very end.
4) Here you cross to the sidewalk on the other side of the road “Lennershofstraße” and
turn right. After just a few meters this street makes a right turn. Instead of following
“Lennershofstraße”, turn left onto Ruhr-University’s “Oststraße” by using one of the
footpaths indicated by red and white striped poles.
5) Walk straight down “Oststraße”. On the corner of second street to the right you will
find “Zemos”. For entering the building through the main entrance, stay on
“Oststraße” for just a few more meters and enter from this side (green arrow on the
map).

How to travel

from Subway Station “Ruhr-Universität” to Building GA/GABF

From subway station “Bochum Ruhr-Universität” to building “GA” (approx. 5-10 mins.)
1) After crossing the long bridge from the subway station towards Ruhr-University keep walking
straight ahead and pass the university library (UB) on the right side, down the stairs, in
direction of the big circular building Audimax.
2) After descending the stairs, take the small passage to the right and follow the path ahead
until you see a row of buildings to your left shortly after. The first one is “GA”. Take the stairs
of the slope to arrive at the main entrance.
From “GA level 02” to “GABF 04”
3) Enter GA and look for the elevators (you need to go through a glass door to the right, shortly
after entering the building). Right now, you are at level 02. Take the elevator or stairway two
levels down to 04.
4) Take the door to in the south-western direction (in the direction of the building GB) and
enter the corridor through another glass door (GABF).
5) Walk through the corridor until you spot the room 04/252, 04/253, 04/255, 04/352, 04/354
whichever you look for.

How to travel

from Building ZEMOS to Building GA/GABF
(Universitätsstraße 150, Bochum)

Step 3 & 4
Building GA

ZEMOS

Step 2
Step 1

Zemos to GABF:
1) Leave Zemos from the main entrance and turn right. Follow Oststraße until the end
and turn right on “N-Südstraße”. Follow N-Südstraße and pass the parking lots below
the mensa. Currently there are some construction works on N-Südstraße but it is
possible to easily walk around them.
2) Turn right and then left onto G-Südstraße. Follow G-Südstraße to building GA (the
first huge building block).
3) Enter GA and look for the elevators (you must pass through a glass door to the left
shortly after entering the building). Right now, you are at level 05. Take the elevator
or stairway one level up to 04.
4) Walk straight down the building from south to north until you reach the second pair
of stairs and elevators. Take the door to the left (in the direction of the building GB)
and enter the corridor (GABF).
5) Walk through the corridor until you spot the room 04/252, 04/253, 04/255, 04/352,
04/354 whichever you look for.

How to travel
From Zemos to the “Mensa” (Canteen)

ZEMOS

Q-West

Step 2

Step 1

Zemos to Mensa:
1) Leave Zemos through the main entrance and turn right. Follow Oststraße until the
end and turn right on “N-Südstraße”. Currently there are some construction works on
N-Südstraße but it is possible to just walk around them. Follow N-Südstraße past the
last high tower building of the N-buildings until you find yourself below the “Mensa”.
2) Here you can take the stairs up to the Mensa on either side. At the far end (left arrow
on the map) you can also use an elevator.
3) Usually, you can enter the “Mensa” from the southern side. However, it might be
easier to find one of the side entrances by walking a little more upwards in direction
of the campus as indicated by the red arrows above.

Zemos & GA to Q-West (Canteen)

Q-West

Step 3 & 4
Building GA

ZEMOS

Step 2
Step 1

Zemos to GABF:
1) Leave Zemos from the main entrance and turn right. Follow Oststraße until the end
and turn right on “N-Südstraße”. Follow N-Südstraße and pass the parking lots below
the “Mensa”. Currently there are some construction works on N-Südstraße but it is
possible to just walk around them.
2) Turn right and then left onto G-Südstraße. Follow G-Südstraße to building GA (the
first huge building block).
3) Enter GA and look for the elevators (you must pass through a glass door to the right
shortly after entering the building). Right now, you are at level 05. Take the elevator
or stairway three levels up to level 02.
4) Walk straight down the building from south to north until you reach the main
entrance of GA. You will have to pass through one pair of glass doors until you reach
the main entrance of GA.
5) Upon leaving GA through the main entrance and walking straight ahead you should
already be able to see “Q-West” uphill. Either take the stairway to the right, or the
slope to the left to reach it.
GABF to Q-West:
1) Head down the corridor of GABF back to the main building GA. Go through the glass
doors to take an elevator or the stairs from your current floor 04 to floor 02.
2) On floor 02, again, pass through one of the glass doors to arrive in the main corridor
of GA and leave GA through the main entrance on your left-hand side.
3) Upon leaving GA through the main entrance and walking straight ahead you should
already be able to see “Q-West” uphill. Either take the stairway to the right, or the
slope to the left to reach it.

